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Easy Clean
Spray handle nozzles and aerators made of 
plastic from which limescale deposits are 
easily removed.

AIR-IN System
The spray handle aeration system, thanks to 
which we save water while maintaining the 
comfort of an abundant jet.

Many types of jets
Possibility to change the type of jet.

Vertical adjustment
Vertical adjustment of the mounting bar. 

Horizontal adjustment
Adjusting the distance of the bar from the 
wall.

Ferro Slim Air 
Water saving aerator with adjustable water 
stream direction. 

Click-clack
Products with this icon are equipped with 
a click-clack plug - opened and closed by 
pressing.

BATHROOM FITTINGS

Eco+
Products with this sign use less water and 
energy compared to standard models.

Ferro AirMix
The faucet aerator with additional water 
aeration system. It allows you to use less 
water while maintaining the comfort of a rich 
stream.

FerroClick
Hot water control system and full open flow 
control system.

FerroClick
Two-stage water flow control, allowing you to 
easily set half the water flow rate. 

CLICK

Ferro Eco Save
Ferro Eco Save limiter allow water savings of 
up to 50%. Installed in shower mixers they 
reduce the water flow.

Pictograms  
and function 
markings
To increase readability and facilitate the use of 
product information, their main features and 
functions are presented in the form of icons.
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The series of fittings limiting water consumption includes a wide range 
of products for comprehensive bathroom equipment. The mixers 
and showers of the Verdeline system offered by Ferro are equipped 
with innovative components that aerate, control the flow and enable 
water temperature regulation, which contributes to water saving. While 
focusing on ecology, we do not have to give up comfort or aesthetics. 
Comfortable to use, the Verdeline mixers are also characterised by a 
unique design in line with the most fashionable design trends.
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FERRO GROUP

The FERRO Group is one of the largest manufacturers of sanitary and plumbing fixtures in 
Central and Eastern Europe with nearly 30 years of experience in the industry. Thanks to its 
commitment to high product quality and its mission to meet customer needs for a safe and well-
functioning home, Ferro products are present in millions of places. Every year we introduce new 
products to the market, which better and better meet the expectations of even the most demanding 
customers.

Welcome to the 
world of FERRO

The FERRO Group maintains its position as market leader thanks to 
its numerous advantages and market advantages.

Stable and secure position of the company 
The Group owns several product brands, including Ferro, 
Metalia and Titania, which gives it a significant competitive 
advantage and ensures a strong market position. FERRO cares 
about maintaining standards of operation and continuous 
development of the range of high quality products, which allows 
to maintain a wide range of customers, increase confidence in 
the brand and maintain a stable market position.

Large-scale operations
In addition to its activities in Poland, the FERRO Group offers its 
products in Europe and on numerous foreign markets, becoming 
one of the largest manufacturers of sanitary and plumbing 
fixtures in Central and Eastern Europe. Our products are 
produced at the Czech factory NOVASERVIS in Znojmo as well as 
several other factories in Europe and Asia.

High quality of products
The FERRO Group is constantly striving to achieve the best 
possible quality parameters. FERRO places particular emphasis 
on meeting the requirements of the applicable standards, 
maintaining high technical parameters, safety and functionality 
of its products. This is emphasized by the fact that the 
FERRO Group has implemented the ISO 9001:2008 Quality 
Management System. Thanks to special attention to quality, 
our company has been repeatedly awarded and honoured for 
the high quality of products by the environment and industry 
institutions and reputable industry magazines.

Exceptional team
Our company and its success is made up of People, considered 
to be the most valuable asset of the Group. FERRO’s 
organizational culture is created by people with passion 
and open-mindedness, which is why we employ exceptional 
employees and ensure their continuous development.

The vision, 
mission and 
values set the 
direction in which 
we are going, 
inspire us in 
our daily work, 
define our way 
of functioning 
and approach 
to customers, 
employees, 
business partners 
and shareholders.

A good understanding of individual markets and their 
needs has enabled us to gain the trust of our customers 
and dynamic international expansion. Consistent 
investment in modern technologies based on the 
philosophy of sustainable development makes us 
offer attractive design and quality products for many 
market segments. As Ferro Group, we desire to develop 
a leading position in the field of bathroom and kitchen 
solutions and offer professional installation systems. 
We want to accompany our customers at every stage 
of contact with the product - from inspiration, through 
efficient delivery, to failure-free use.
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FERRO GROUP

Ecology 
According  
to Ferro
Ferro is the undisputed leader in ecological 
solutions regarding mixers and showers which 
enable water saving up to 50%. The company 
is a precursor of such solutions - in 2009 it was 
the first Polish manufacturer to introduce the 
Verdeline technology. Achievements in this 
area have been confirmed by an international 
distinction - selected Verdeline mixers have 
joined the prestigious European Water Label 
database.

The acquisition of Termet and Tester companies 
by Ferro S.A. in 2021 enabled the company to offer 
its customers not only modern sanitary solutions 
for bathrooms and kitchens but also to provide 
high quality technology guaranteeing a warm and 
safe home. The issues related to energy saving and 
managing heat sources, which are close to Termet’s 
activity, perfectly fit into Ferro’s philosophy. Now 
ecological water saving solutions from Ferro 
will be supported and developed thanks to the 
production of modern boilers meeting the highest 
standards and guaranteeing safety of use.

AIR-IN 
System

Ferro 
Eco Save

Ferro Air Mix 
Aerator

Ecological 
products

Ferro 
Click
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FERRO ECO WORLD

Plan  
for the Future 
You can start saving water by changing your 
daily habits and equipping your bathroom 
with special fittings that limit water 
consumption.
By acting ecologically today, you will plan and 
take the best care of your loved ones tomorrow.
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FERRO ECO WORLD

Ecology is Today 
and Tomorrow
The broadly diversified offer of FERRO fittings as well 
as  products with ecological features deserve special 
attention. On the Polish market, these are products that 
include Verdeline in their name. Mixers from this line 
allow for saving water and reducing the consumption 
of energy necessary for its heating, thus significantly 
reducing household costs. Their high quality is attested to by 
numerous awards and prestigious certificates. In addition, ten 
Verdeline products have been awarded the European Water 
Label.

The Verdeline series is designed to minimise water 
consumption without compromising comfort. In addition 
to their functionality, individual models are also characteristic 
for their modern and fashionable design.

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
AND WALLET FRIENDLY 
SOLUTIONS 

ECO+ 
This mark is given to products with ecological solutions. Their 
use will reduce water consumption compared to standard 
products.
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Fittings from the Verdeline series are fitted with aerators with 
an easy limescale removal system. Installed at the end of 
the spout, they aerate and reduce the water flow allowing to 
reduce water consumption by up to 50%.

Ferro Air Mix  
Aerator

WATER-SAVING FEATURES

Ferro
Eco Save
Products with a Ferro Eco Save limiter allow water savings of up 
to 50%. Installed in shower mixers they reduce the water flow.

50%

100%

Water-saving  
Features
Verdeline mixers and showers incorporate innovative 
water-saving and household budget-saving components 
that combine to form a modern, well-functioning system. 
These components aerate, control the flow and regulate the 
water temperature, helping to reduce water consumption by 
up to 50%.
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ECO 
STOP

0%

50%
ECO 

CLICK

100%

AIR-IN 
System

The AIR-IN System function determines additional aeration 
of the water stream. It allows for the use of a smaller water 
volume while maintaining comfort at the same time.

WATER-SAVING FEATURES

Ferro
Click

Ferro
Click

CLICK

The FerroClick ceramic head gives full control of the water flow 
rate and allows to prelimit the flow of hot water. The red ring that 
blocks the rotation of the handle in the direction of hot water 
can be used to set the limit of its flow rate.

Products with the FerroClick head allow for two-stage flow 
control, making it easy to set half the water flow rate. With the 
FerroClick two-stage head, the water flow can be reduced by up 
to 50%.
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SAVING WITH FERRO

More than  
You Expect
Saving water, reducing household expenses, being 
eco-friendly every day – all this is ensured by modern 
mixers with the innovative Verdeline system. Functional 
mixers and showers, thanks to their interesting aesthetics 
in line with the latest design trends, will also be a brilliant 
decoration of bathroom and kitchen interiors. The 
combination of practical functions and unique design will 
guarantee satisfaction and comfort of use for many years.
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SAVING WITH FERRO

Reducing water consumption not only enables us to follow an ecological 
lifestyle and care for the natural resources of our Planet, 
It is also a great way to significantly reduce your household bills.  
It’s a way of life that simply pays off!

Balancing  
Your Profits

after 1st 
month

after 2nd 
month

after 3rd 
months

after 4th 
months

after 5th 
month

after 6th 
month

after 7th 
month

after 8th 
month

after 9th 
month

after 10th 
month

after 11th 
month

after 12th  
month

0[zł] 500400300200100

after 1st 
month

after 2nd 
month

after 3rd 
months

after 4th 
months

after 5th 
month

after 6th 
month

after 7th 
month

after 8th 
month

after 9th 
month

after 10th 
month

after 11th 
month

after 12th  
month

0[PLN] 500400300200100

average daily shower usage time  
[min] 15

average price of cold water  
[pln/m3] 10

average price of hot water  
[pln/m3]  20

water flow through standard 
shower [l/min]* 12

water flow through NP26VL 
shower [l/min]* 6

average price of mixed water 
[pln/m3]** 15

monthly cost of standard 
shower [pln] 81

monthly cost of using NP26VL 
shower [pln] 40,5

monthly saving [pln] 40,5

average time of battery use per 
day [min] 10

average price of cold water  
[pln/m3] 10

average price of hot water  
[pln/m3] 20

water flow through standard 
mixer [l/min]* 14

water flow through BTG2VL 
mixer [l/min]* 6

average price of mixed water  
[pln/m3]** 15

monthly cost of standard mixer 
[pln] 63

monthly cost of using BTG2VL 
mixer [pln] 27

monthly saving [pln] 36

Savings for the user

Savings for the user

NP26VL → standard shower

BTG2VL → standard mixer

Savings calculation based on comparison with 
standard products

* average/approximate values 
** assuming hot and cold water mixed 50/50 9
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VERDELINE
MIXERS
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VENETO VERDELINE
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VENETO VERDELINE
Towards Nature 

Standing washbasin mixer 
FerroClick ceramic cartridge 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 
 

BVN2VL

Standing counter washbasin 
mixer 
FerroClick ceramic cartridge 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 

BVN2LVL

WASHBASIN

Bidet standing mixer 
FerroClick ceramic cartridge 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 
 

BVN6VL

BIDET

Wall-mounted shower mixer 
FerroClick ceramic cartridge 
chrome 
 
 

BVN7VL

SHOWER

Wall-mounted bath mixer 
FerroClick ceramic cartridge 
chrome 
 
 

BVN1VL

BATH

VENETO VERDELINE

The elegant Veneto Verdeline collection will splendidly 
present itself in interiors of various styles. Its design is based 
on harmoniously composed surfaces of the square and the 
rectangle. The stable geometry of the spatial form, the marked 
edges and the lines breaking at right angles emphasise the 
unique character of these magnificent mixers. The gentle 
curves of the spouts and the rectangular handles add lightness 
and dynamic appearance to the collection.

New Ecological Solutions
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ALBA VERDELINE
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Standing washbasin mixer  
FerroAirMix M24x1 aerator 
G5/4 click-clack drain plug  
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 

BLB2VL

Bidet standing mixer 
FerroAirMix M24x1 aerator 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 
 

BLB6VL

Wall-mounted bath mixer 
flow limiter for the shower 
output 
chrome 
 

BLB1VL

Wall-mounted shower mixer 
water flow limiter 
chrome 
 
 

BLB7VL

WASHBASIN SHOWERBIDET BATH

Build-in shower mixer 
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components 
water flow limiter 
chrome 

BLB7PVL

ALBA VERDELINE
Create a Better World

Alba Verdeline are mixers designed for comprehensive 
bathroom furnishing. The collection is characteristic for its 
geometric form of the body, as well as the simple shape of 
the handles and spouts, subdued by gently rounded edges. 
The mixers will perfectly present themselves in spacious 
bathrooms, accompanied by elegant washbasins and bathtubs, 
and will perfectly complement modern shower rooms.

Save Water,  
the World is in Your Hands

ALBA VERDELINE
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TIGA VERDELINE
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Bateria wannowa  
ścienna 
Wall-mounted bath mixer 
flow limiter for the shower 
output 
chrome

BTG1VL

Build-in shower mixer 
a set of concealed and surface 
mounted components  
chrome 

BTG7PVL

Wall-mounted shower mixer 
water flow limiter 
chrome 
 
 

BTG7VL

SHOWER

BATH

SHOWER

Standing washbasin mixer 
FerroAirMix M24x1 aerator 
G5/4 click-clack drain plug  
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome

 
BTG2VL

Standing washbasin mixer 
FerroAirMix M24x1 aerator 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
swivel spout 
chrome 

BTG2AVL

WASHBASIN

Bidet standing mixer 
FerroAirMix M24x1 aerator 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome 
 

BTG6VL

BIDET

Out of Respect 
for Nature.

TIGA VERDELINE
Take Control

TIGA VERDELINE

Tiga Verdeline fits perfectly into contemporary bathroom 
interiors with a touch of classic. The collection is distinguished 
by round bodies and spouts, and flat handles that perfectly 
match them. The streamlined mixers will perfectly complement 
a classic interior, and the austere, modern interior will give it a 
light and cosy character.
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VERDELINE 
SHOWERS
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VERDELINE SHOWERS
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SHOWER SETS WITH RAINFALL SLIDING SHOWER SETS SPOT SHOWERS

VERDELINE SHOWERS

AMIGA VERDELINE  
sliding shower set with rainfall 
reduced water consumption 
to 50% 
Ferro Air-in System 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome

NP25VL

AMIGO VERDELINE  
sliding shower set with rainfall 
reduced water consumption 
to 50% 
Ferro Air-in System 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome

NP26VL

AMIGO VERDELINE  
water savings spot shower set  
reduced water consumption 
to 50% 
Ferro Air-in System 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome

U190VL-B

DOPPIO VERDELINE  
sliding shower set 
ECO mode  
Ferro Easy Clean System  
Ferro Air-in System 
chrome 

N360VL

3  

 

VERDELINE SHOWERS 
Satisfaction and Responsibility.

Ecology, functionality and trendy design - this is the best way 
to describe the Verdeline shower collection. It is a perfect 
proposal for enthusiasts of eco style, who appreciate the 
combination of modern solutions and aesthetics at the 
highest level. Comfortable to use, equipped with innovative 
improvements, they are also an excellent complement to the 
design of original bathing areas.

AMIGO VERDELINE  
shower handle 
reduced water consumption 
to 50% 
Ferro Air-in System 
Ferro Easy Clean System 
chrome

S190VL-B

 

Save with Class, 
Water is a Natural Resource.
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VERDELINE ACCESSORIES
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VERDELINE ACCESSORIES

VERDELINE ACCESSORIES
You have an Influence on Nature

Functional, perfectly finished and refined in every detail, 
Verdeline accessories match perfectly with the mixers and 
showers of this unique collection. They guarantee savings on 
water and household expenses while providing a satisfying 
user experience.

Natural Saving Instinct

FERRO SLIM AIR  
aerator  
aerates the water flow saving 
over 50% of water 
Ferro Easy Clean System  
water jet direction adjustment
installation wrench included
 
 
PCH5VL-K-W

FERRO ECO SAVE  
water flow limiter  
aerates the water flow saving 
up to 50% of water 
chrome
 
 
 
 
PCH3VL

FERRO AIR MIX 
aerator 
aerates the water flow saving 
up to 50% of water 
Ferro Easy Clean System  
brass 
chrome
 
blister (2 pcs) 
PCH4VL

blister (1 pc) 
PCH41VL

FERRO AIR MIX 
aerator with key for aerators 
aerates the water flow saving 
up to 50% of water 
Ferro Easy Clean System  
with key for aerators and 
ceramic cartridges
 
 
PCH4-K-W

AERATOR WATER FLOW LIMITER 

See → 
how easy it is to 
replace the aerator in 
your mixer.

/baterieFERRO
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Do you need technical support, 
product information before buying 
or are you looking for a spare part? 
Please contact us! Our advisors will 
provide comprehensive answers to 
your questions.

export@ferro.pl

Do you have any 
questions?

VERDELINE
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FERRO S.A.
ul. Przemysłowa 7
32-050 Skawina
Polska

T: +48 12 25 62 100
F: +48 12 27 67 606
E: info@ferro.pl

www.ferro.pl W
1 
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